
Lemuria 
Patrons Mansa Paria  

Languages Azlian Aztic  

Official Name The Lemurian Freeland  Trade Common  

People Lemurian Greeting G’day Writing Aztic   

Goods Lemurian Parting G’luck Example 

Crafts Lemurian M Honorific Mate Motto For the Great Cause 

Derogatory Lemmings F Honorific Maid Symbolism 3, 4, 6, hexagon, Green and brown 

Dread Pallor N Honorific Yerwha Coinage Shape Name Value 

Notable Settlements CP Triangular Copper Hex 6 to 1 sp 

Cities Lemuria   SP Triangular Silvex 6 to 1 gp 

Towns Nautilus Nemo  EP Triangular Electrex 6 to 1 gp 

Villages Denemor Halidae  GP Triangular Gold Hex 6 to 1 pp 

Hamlets    PP Hexagonal Full Hex 1:1 

Regional Map Notable Persons 

 

Person Reason 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Introduction Social Class % Wealth % Pop 

Founded by Patricians who fled Aztlan after a failed attempt at a 

coup, Lemuria started as the most southerly Village, and grew from 

there, largely on the backs of those whom the royal family declared to 

be slaves. 

Lemurians value freedom and independence highly, placing a 

requirement of who deserves it, and only those who meet an ever 

changing list of requirements seem to meet this. Notably, they have 

tended to be fair of skin, pale of hair, and colorful of eye. 

Lemuria is a breadbasket realm, having seized much of territory that 

belonged to Aztlan, including the villages of Denemor and Halidae. It 

has a warm, tropical climate, pristine beaches, and active Corpsmen 

patrolling the wilds, often slaves themselves under a Corpmaster. 

Slavery is openly engaged in and the backbone of both the economy 

and the social systems in Lemuria. 

 

 Enslaved 0% 50% 

 Serf 1% 15% 

 Low 1% 10% 

 Artisan 2% 2% 

 Guildsman 3% 5% 

 Craftsman 4% 4% 

 Tradesman 5% 3% 

 Merchant 8% 5% 

 Patron 12% 2% 

 Aristocrat 14% 2% 

 Nobility 20% 1% 

 Royalty 30% 1% 



Regional Information Race % Wealth % Pop  

The Junta, Led by the High King and his Court, sits within the grand 

Tempe of Mansa, which is constantly being improved on, and rules 

with a silken fist the realms of the still growing Lemuria. 

Lemuria has only one city. Five towns, a dozen villages, a few dozen 

hamlets make up the rest. Most of the population live in long, low 

buildings that are quickly made, and serve as bunk housing for the 

enslaved populations. 

The real power lies in the Inquisitors, the lesser nobility of the Royal 

Family, who are the chief magistrates and constables of the region, 

dispensing justice, ruling their assigned area, and turning a profit, for 

never forget that Lemurians came from Aztlan. 

The Inquisitors make up the Juntas lower ranks, and often collectively 

advise the Royal family, who are often too busy dealing with the 

demands of the God for whom they are the priests, seeking his favor 

in their holy War to preserve their way of life (meaning slavery) and 

this is the Great Cause of their motto. 

Only pureblood Human, Elf, and Dwarf may be free peoples within 

Lemuria, and crimes committed in Lemuria usually result in one 

being enslaved. As a result, most Lemurians are very peaceful, if 

boisterous people, very polite, and slow to take offense. They place a 

high priority on the finer things in life, and the vast majority of those 

encountered are slaveholders themselves, always willing to talk about 

how well they treat their property. 

Outlanders are cautioned if they are not of the three approved stocks: 

you will be watched closely. Often, merchants will have their staff 

disguise and act as slaves in order to avoid the risk. 

Cambion 0% 10% Enslaved 

Dwarf 1% 4%  

Elf 5% 6%  

Elohim 1% 1% Enslaved 

Fay 1% 5% Enslaved 

Gnome 1% 5% Enslaved 

Gobkin 0% 15% Enslaved 

Human 91% 48%  

Therian 0% 10% Enslaved 

Econ Class % Wealth % Pop Income/Day 

Enslaved --% 50% -- 

Wretched 1% 15% 1 cp 

Squalid 2% 10% 3 cp 

Poor 11% 11% 5 cp 

Modest 4% 5% 50 cp 

Comfortable 5% 4% 150 cp 

Wealthy 13% 3% 300 cp 

Aristocratic 14% 2% 600 cp 

Noble 50% 1% 1000 cp 

Government Government 
Type 

Hereditary Monarchy 

In Lemuria, The High King is the High Priest of Mansa, and by decree 

has declared himself a High Priest of Paria. He and his family have 

their estates within Mansa’s Temple. 

It is often questioned if he truly is a Priest of Mansa, since this does 

little for the God of War’s reputation. 

The Priesthood, composed entirely of Royal family members, also 

serve as the Inquisitors, the law and power in the realm, appointed by 

the High King. 

The government is corrupt, untrustworthy, and criminal in their 

outlook. 

Theocracy 

Hierarchy Patriarchal 

Ruling Body Junta 

Local Bodies 

City Inquisitor   

Town Inquisitor   

Village Inquisitor   

Hamlet Inquisitor   

Law & Rights Patrols By Corpsmen   

Slaves in Lemuria are fitted with a collar made of silver, a thin band, 

about ¼ inch high, very thin, with detailed arcane etchings along the 

inside. A Slavemaster, usually a Wizard trained as an apprentice in 

the Slaver’s Guild, takes the large hoop and positions it before casting 

a spell that tightens it. Slaves are then marked until it is removed, 

which requires magic. Slaves have no rights, no names, no property, 

and defiance or refusal is met with death, or at the bare minimum 

torture (via the collar).  

Freemen are pretty much allowed to do what they want, except to 

other freemen – and masculine is the proper determinant. The 

punishment for crimes here is always enslavement, and the Royal 

family passes all judgments via appointed Inquisitors. 

Police Inquisitors – Royal family members 

Presumed Guilty   

Defense None   

Judge Title Inquisitor   

Jury None   

Appeal None   

Sentences Enslavement, Death  

Prisons None   

    



Military Units Infantry Cavalry Naval 

The Squad of the Lemurian military is made up of four enslaved 

conscripts led by a freeman Sarge. This five man crew is grouped for 

air, sea, and land activities into a Platoon (a ship for naval purposes) 

of 20 led by a Captain.  Four platoons report to a Commander who 

oversees a cohort. Four Cohorts are combined to create a Legion, led 

by a Legionnaire.  Four Legions are led by a Regiment Major, and they 

are grouped into a division led by a General. To be an officer requires 

one be a freeman, and leadership of the assorted armies is by assigned 

post underneath an Inquisitor. 

Lemuria’s Cavalry is joined by the large, sail driven, wheeled warcraft 

they use to cruise their gently hilled plains. These resemble a standard 

sailboat on massive wheels – usually six or eight, with a sail-based 

rudder. 

Lemuria also somehow has a small contingent of airships that they 

use to quite deadly result on Pirates and scoundrels alike. It is 

important to note that officially Piracy is condemned by Lemurian 

royalty and there are rewards out for many of the more notorious 

ones. However, only the military seems to have any real interest in 

dealing with them, and that is hobbled by their relying on mostly 

merchant vessels. 

Squad Size 4 4 6 

Leader Sarge Sarge  

Platoon 4 Squads 4 Squads 1 Ship 

Cohort 4 Platoons 4 Wings 4 Ships 

Legion 4 Cohorts 4 Cohorts 4 Cohorts 

Regiment 4 Legions 4 Legions 4 Legions 

Division 4 Regiments 4 Regiment 

Battleships   10 

Destroyers   10 

Frigates   10 

Vessels   180 

Warcraft  10  

Battlecraft  10  

Skycraft  10  

Commerce Staple Foods Rice Citrus 

It is said that anything stolen can be found in the Ports of Lemuria. 

The second most popular line of work in Lemuria is Piracy, usually 

under false colors, though it is still well known among the populace 

that the Pirates will come to Lemuria’s port because it does not turn 

away any man who has goods to sell, brings slaves, or spends freely. 

This is despite the high taxes that the royal family has placed on all 

transactions – a novel way of doing so that avoids their having to 

sponsor lieges outside the family. 

Lemuria’s more noble side is upstanding, trustworthy, and precise, 

and they produce some essentials that keep them from being 

challenged overmuch. 

One of the things Lemuria is most famous for is that they provide 

many of the peculiar goods and items that Wizards, Warlocks, 

Sorcerers, and similar arcane practitioners employ in their spells. They 

are also the principal supplier of ginger, and the only place currently 

growing sugar cane. 

It should be noted that slaves are also branded, upper left rear 

shoulder. 

Oats Beans Taro Turnips 

Yams Sorghum Soybeans Lentils 

Sheep Fish Chickpeas Peas 

Figs Olives Goats Banana 

Coconut Papaya Avocado Plantain 

Peanuts Mango Ginger Pineapple 

Trade Goods Spell Components 

Vellum Paper Inks Rarities 

Coffee Cocoa Tea Rice 

Fish Soybeans Alfalfa Latex 

Figs Olives Oil Goats 

Wool Textiles Flax Hemp 

Coconut Ginger Peanuts Sugar Cane 

Regional Norms Virtues  Sins  

Lemuria is a nation at war. They are at war with Islandia, the nomads 

of which have banded together to resist the plantations that are being 

set up on their islands. They are at war with Aztlan, from which they 

are in open rebellion – though they have been formally recognized by 

Acadia and have the support of the Mages Guild. 

The only permissible Gods to worship in Lemuria are Mansa and 

Paria, though this is a recent change, within the last five years. And it 

is a sentence of death to mention the strange manse that sits behind 

the Temple of Mansa in its shadow. 

As a nation at war, they have shifted much of their internal effort to 

describing it as defending their way of life and preserving what they 

have fought for so strongly. They take their motto quite seriously. 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    



 

Kinship & Courtship Hierarchy Patriarchy   

Courtship in Lemuria is entirely done by the father of the Groom, who 

selects a bride and informs her family. They, in turn, must pay a 

Groom price to the Father, intent being it will be used to care for her. 

The son usually has no say in the matter. Eldest sons inherit, and 

others are expected to serve him, first and foremost. He, in turn, must 

serve his father. 

A woman without a husband is the property of her eldest son. If there 

is no son, she is the property of the eldest male in her family, 

assuming they want her. 

The father is the absolute head of the family. He could sell a member 

of his family off to pay debts, or to gain capital, or simply because he 

doesn’t want them. 

The only other person of value in a family is the eldest son, who is 

discouraged from building bonds with his mother or siblings. 

Loci Patrilocal – moves to groom’s Father 

Lineage Patrilineal   

Inheritance Eldest Son 

Marriage Arranged, by Son’s parents 

Debts Groom Price – bride’s parents pay 

Surname Determined by the father 

Quirks Daughters are a burden to a family,  

only slightly more useful than third or fourth sons if  

The family has wealth. Many younger sons and  

daughters are sold into slavery to pay debts. 

Factions Major Factions Black  Blue 

The Factions of Lemuria are more about the banners under which the 

people rebel – they are the leading Houses.  Beyond that Guilds have 

all the power in Lemuria. 

Red Green Yellow Brown 

    

    

    

Worldview Features 

Slavery is the defining feature of this realm, both internally and 

externally.  Much of the wealth, though not all is centered around the 

idea of slavery, and all manual work is done by slaves. 

Complexion    

Hair    

Eye    

Ability Score +1 to any ability, max 20 

Lang Slots 2   

Accent Texas drawl 

Classes Allowed Races  Allowed 

Barbarian -- Cambion X – Slave 

Bard X Dwarf X  

Cleric X Elf X  

Druid -- Elohim X  

Mekanik X Fay X  

Monk X Gnome X  

Paladin -- Gobkin X - Slave 

Ranger -- Human X  

Rogue X Therian X - Slave 

Sorcerer X   

Warlock X   

Warrior X   

Wizard --   

        


